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As part of the deal we have agreed to sell to the buyers three of our core businesses. These are a top-quality water data business, the most likely future tyre data supplier (see page 33) and an experienced and trusted firm of business advisors. The buyers will be taking the company into the future, developing it and growing it to the next level. And to
achieve this, they have looked at several options – one being to take control of Autodata through a reverse takeover. In this instance, a company called Smartcolour, the owners of which are the same people behind the buyers, would buy Autodata and then immediately sell their shares to the buyers. However, following some extensive due diligence
work, we decided that the best way forward would be to sell the company to the buyers on a cash basis. This has the advantage of having no associated costs and no delays. We still have a strong belief in the future of Autodata and we are confident that it will go on to provide great services to the industry in the years ahead. However, before that
happens the past should be given some acknowledgement. It’s been an incredible year for Autodata, as we have moved from strength to strength and look forward to the years ahead. We have learnt a lot in the past year and we have been focused on making the company stronger and more strategic. We’re delighted to be able to announce some
new partnerships – we have agreed to work with Glavosoft, a company we have known and respected for a while. They have agreed to work with us, enabling us to offer great support, training, development and consultancy to help us move forward as we look to the future. We are also pleased to announce that we have started to work with London-
based start-up Agile Data (currently available at www.agiledata.com). Their approach is to automate, streamline and create value for customers by leveraging Agile Data’s technology – making Autodata the solution for global tyre data.
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To this partition, the z/OS DB2 loader loads the Autodata application. From here on, the application uses z/OS TSO (IBM mainframe and z/VM instance identification) to identify itself to the z/VM partition, and then login to its IBM mainframe zone using an account defined in the system initialization files. From here, Autodata uses z/VM that includes an
exact copy of Autodata's Linux zone. This allows Autodata and it's Linux zone to safely access a full Linux feature set. After loading Autodata the Linux zone, Autodata loads its user interface. Autodata's GUI allows it to be run as a x86 16-bit application or a z/VM 32-bit application. Autodata's GUI can also load an x86-64 Linux zone (with optional x86
software to run from an autoloader). The GUI then allows for Linux features to be accessed using the z/OS MVS system or managed using the Linux command line. Autodata also allows for the management of MVS systems from a Linux zone as well as the z/OS system manager and MVS management toolbox. Autodata has also expanded its ability to
monitor, analyze, and respond to condition and inventory alerts from MVS systems. Autodata 3.38 is a significant release of the IBM z/VSE based Autodata application that further enhances the service Autodata provides. New enhancements include the ability to port from z/OS zones to Linux zones using an Autoloader, the ability to monitor, analyze,

and respond to MVS or z/OS condition or inventory events, the ability to manage Linux tools from the Autodata GUI, and the ability to create Linux zones from a Linux zone. Vitec AutoData uses its IBM z/VSE partition to run and develop its core applications in COBOL and CICS. To complement these core services, and to support new front-end
applications connecting to them, Vitec AutoData now runs around 25 instances of SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for z Systems as guests on a z/VM partition. To this partition, the z/OS DB2 loader loads the Autodata application. From here on, the application uses z/OS TSO (IBM mainframe and z/VM instance identification) to identify itself to the z/VM
partition, and then login to its IBM mainframe zone using an account defined in the system initialization files. From here, Autodata uses z/VM that includes an exact copy of Autodata's Linux zone. This allows Autodata and it's Linux zone to safely access a full Linux feature set. After loading Autodata the Linux zone, Autodata loads its user interface.

Autodata's GUI allows it to be run as a x86 16-bit application or a z/VM 32-bit application. Autodata's GUI can also load an x86-64 Linux zone (with optional x86 software to run from an autoloader). 5ec8ef588b
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